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Highway Wherever: On Jack Chambers’s 401 Towards London No.1
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The story behind Jack Chambers's painting
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Towards London No.

1

(1968-69) is

something like this: Chambers left London, Ontario for a meeting in Toronto. As he
drove over the Exit 232 overpass near Woodstock, he glanced in his rear-view mirror
and was struck by what he sa w behind him. He returned later that night and the next
morning with a camera to photograph the area. The result is an archive of images
taken above and around a banal overpass in Southwestern Ontario, later used as
source material for one of Canada's most important landscape paintings.
Chambers was born in

l 93 l

in London, Ontario, the gritty and spra wling

half way point between Detroit/Windsor and Toronto. In the late 1950s and 1960s,
Chambers and other local artists-including John Boyle, Greg Curnoe, Murray Favro,
Bev Kelly, Ron Martin, David Rabinowitch, Royden Rabinovwitch, Walter Redinger,
Tony Urquhart, and Ed Zclcnak-centralizcd the city of London in their artistic and
social activities. As the 60s drew to a close, art historian Barry Lord wrote in Art in
America that London was fast becoming "the most important art centre in Canada
and a model for artists working elsewhere" and "the site of 'Canada's first regional
liberation front."' In effect, the London Regionalism movement, as it became known,
dismissed the stereotype that the local was trivial, which lent serious value to the
fortunate moment where the artists found themselves: together in London making art
about making art in London. They also established local high school and post
secondary visual art programs, launched the artist-run centre Forest City Gallery,
show in national and international exhibitions, are included in major public and
private collections, and founded Canadian Artists Representation (CAR) to
standardize artist's fees and rights. Over fifty years later, as its history continues to
unfold, the political and cultural impact of London Regionalism still reverberates in
Canada.
Docs 1·01 T(ovvards London No.

1

[Imagc 1 ] represent a Kerouacian symbol of

anti-conformism, is it a homage to the maddening labour of commuting, or is it
something else entirely? Countless millions have driven that stretch of highway just
outside Woodstock that Chambers scrutinizes. The Macdonald-Cartier Freeway, Hwy
1()1,

Exit 232 is a peripatetic economic channel and transportation passageway

frequented by tens of thousands of people, livestock, and commodities daily. On the
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IMAGE 1. Jack Chambers,
plywood, 183
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Canadian, 1931-1978, 101 Towards London No. 1, 1968-1969, oil on

244 cm (72 1/16

X

96 1/ 16 in.), Art Gallery of Ontario, Gift of Noreen Energy

Resources Limilcd,1986, 86/'V7, Eslate of Jack Chambers.

one hand, anyon e Vho has driven from Toronto to London lis ten ing to bad

80.s

rock

on the radio has wondered vhy the hell everything looks the same. Hands on the

wheel: meandering fields of corn, some pine trees, a silver vVarehouse, the occasional
silo, some road-kill; then, of course, there's nothing t o SC'C at night except for the red
light s of the vehicle in front of you or the white lights of those approa ching. On the

other hand, and this is where Chambers was heading: those liminal spaces between
what you left behind and where you arc going off e r profound opportunities for

meaning.
In conversation and critical vvriting, Chambers attempted to theorize a unique
vvay of seeing that he termed "perceptual realism." He used this term, writes curator
Dennis Reid, "to describe his understanding that everything we know, that vve can

know, comes to us through our perception [ ... ] what he vwas tryi n g to capture was
that ''wow" moment - n ot nece ssari ly of incredible beauty hut a moment that is
meaningful." Perceptual realism vvas Chambers's vvay of explaining why visual art, and
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particularly painting, should intensify direct visual perception; it was, in his own
poetic words, "a faculty of inner vision where the object appears in the splendour of
its essential namelessness." In this sense, paintings such as 401 Tmvards London No.
1 interrogate hovv the glow of light can trigger spiritual connotations, altering the
object represented in ways beyond what our eyes reveal. Chambers's preoccupation
vwith the writings of French philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty and his theories of
phenomenolof,7-the study of consciousness and experience-further elucidate
Chambers's appetite for transforming the everyday into the sublime, even the
monumental; yet, perhaps, the everyday is monumental, at least through Chambers's
lucid eyes, and the act of painting is his struggle to record it.
In 20 I 7, nearly fifty years after Chambers painted 1·0 J T(ovvards London No.

J,

another London artist, Gary Spearin, spotted construction of a new bridge overpass at
Exit 232 in Woodstock. Soon after, he contacted Ontario's Ministry of Transportation
(MTO), informing them of the bridge's cultural influence. Spearin also contacted the
Woodstock Art Gallery, who teamed with him on an exhibition intended to
memorialize the bridge's connection to Chambers's painting. Spearin' s project 401
Exit232 involves the manufacture of a commemorative bronze plaque placed adjacent
to where Chambers's captured his photographic source material, in addition to a body
of vvork representing his Conceptualist approach to photography, dravwing, painting,
and video. Through his work, Spearin sought to "acknowledge Chambers' painting
within and at the point of his original inspiration," and "expose its beauty, perspective
and knowledge within the drudgery of everyday commuting."
In the photographic montage 1.01 EXIT232: EAST AND WEST, Spearin
gained access from MTO officials to shoot hundreds of digital photographs that were
later assembled together in a cubic pattern of passing vehicles; here, Spearin's knack
for documenting the frenetic pace to Canada's busiest highway echoes Chambers's
ovWm

fascination with light as a divine arbiter of experience. In a companion piece to

E'/1ST AND WEST, 400series: Colour Codes, Spearin drew the acronyms and
numbers of the 401 series of highways including the QEW (Queen Elizabeth Way),
404, and 427, then photographed these with reflective light before overlaying each
against images of automobile surfaces. These works and others were hung alongside
1·01

Towards London No.

J

at the Woodstock Art Gallery to complete the

commemorative event. Spearin 's 401Exit232 remains autographical in its origins yet
deeply relational for the bridge's uncanny familiarity to commuters. For the estimated
2.6 million people living in Southwestern Ontario, the numbers of the 400 highway
series reflect the rhizomatic connections bctvveen family, work, entertainment, school,
and vacation. Indeed they are far more than numbers; they are engrained in the fabric
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IMAGE 2. Gary

Spearin, Canadian, b. 1958, 1.01EXIT2s32: EAST AND VVEST, 2018,

digital print on I Iahnemuhle Photo Rag Bright White 308gsm paper mounted on
aluminium, 251 x 101.6 cm ( 100 x

IMAGE 3. Gary
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Spearin, Canadian, b. 1958, 400serjes: Colour Codes (401), 2018, digital

print on I Iahnemuhle Photo Rag Bright VVhite 808gsm paper, 'H0.6H x iJ!).88cm (16 x
22 in.)

of our cultural memory and chart the topography of our daily existence.
The question is not whether Chambers 's 401 Tovvards London No. 1 v'Vill be
symbolically "demolished" along with the bridge, but rather hovv the meaning of the
painting will transform forever. From Robert R. Whale's vistas of the Niagara
Escarpment (now lined vVith semi-detached houses), or Florence Carlyle's sketches of
Oxford County (now farmer's fields), to Paul Peel's impressionist portrait of London's
Covent Garden Market (now enveloped by high-rise condominiums), the landscape
paintings of Southwestern Ontario, much like the land itself, is as subject to discursive
changes as the land is to physical transformation.
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is no

different; however, Chambers's notion of perceptual realism-in rejecting the static
image in favour of an animated and metamorphic vision of the world-has the logic of
transformation built into its philosophy. So, in a circuitous way, the bridge's
destruction has ensured that the painting remains alive.
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